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Abstract 

Studies of R F  field elnissioll in a superconductillg Nb "n~ushroom" 
cavity ( N  5.8GIIz) were performed. Peak electric fields up t o  98 MV/m 
liave been achieved so far in this cavity with a demountable endplate. 
Tlie deniouiitable endplate allowed us to examine tlle regions exposed 
to the liigliest fields using an Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), 
Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy(EDS), Auger Electron Spec- 
troscopy (AES),  and an Atonlic Force Microscope (AFM). Tlirougll 
AES ivc found an impurity in every elnission site. Also was discov- 
ered that "starbursts" correspond to  areas of depleted fluorine on the 
N b  surface. AFM yielded more detailed informatloll on the exotic 
topology of the former emission sites. 
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Introduction 
In orcler to examine RF field emission sites we use a "Mushroom" cavity, a 

niobium cavity with an endplate having an inward indentataion, or dimple, 
~vhich produces a geometric field enhancement in a region 1.25cm across. 
A review of previous studies with the mushroom cavity has been done by 
Moffat et al.[l] A demountable endplate containing the dimple allowed us to 
examine easily a cavity surface following an RF test. Following an R F  test, 
the 15cm plate is removed and the high field region is examined in a Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM). So far a maximum electric field of 9SMV/m at 
the dimple has beell achieved with this cavity with a clernourltable endplate. 

Starbursts, 50 - 200pn1 starshaped regions of reduced secondary electron 
emission coefficient, are used to aid in locating the sites where we believe 
field emission activity has occured. Molten craters are usually found a t  the 
center of the starburst and are often accompanied by ripples, coilceiltric ring 
patterns wit11 a separation of 300nm. 

For examination of these Nb surfaces we have an in-house SEM equipped 
with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system for elemental 
analysis. Wit11 EDS we were able to detect i~l~puri t ies  within the starbursts 
in only about 50% of the sites. For us this raised an interesting and in~portant  
questiol~. Are there impurities present which are not being detected by the 
EDS, for illstaiice surface iinl~urities much less than O.lpm (the approsilnate 
depth limit of x-ray production[2]) deep? Or are there indeed sites which 
have no impurity and still emitted during the RF test with the aid of some 
other mechanism? li, answer this question we conducted Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy (AES) analysis' on four sample plates (labeled XX, S-200, N1, 
and N2). 

Starbursts 
Experience shows that an a~tmospheric exposure on the orcler of several 

hours ca.uses illost starbursts to fa.de away, but the topological features such 
a.s the craters reinail1 unchanged. Starbursts ha,ve shown themselves to be 
stable in va.cuum and in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Surprisingly, we observed 
s ta . rb~~rs ts  to survive a. C:02 "snow clea.ningn trea,tinent 2 .  We were not able 
to observe sta.rbursts under an optical microscope (see Figure 1) but they 

'AES was clone at the lab of Evans East, Inc. in Plainsboro, N J .  
'Snow cleaning is a surface cleai~iilg procedure using a jet of solid and gaseous COz 
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can be observed by Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI) and through the use 
of absorbed current detection. 

It might be significant to note that we had great difficulty observing the 
sta.rbursts in the AES system at the Evans East lab using the associated SEI 
system, but we were sul~secluently able to observe them again in our lab. Just 
w11a.t differences in the equipment caused this is yet unc1ea.r. 

Surface Fluorine 
Using AES wc compared spectra, Figure 2, just inside and just outside a 

starburst Sriuge "track" on salnple XX. We found fluorine off the starburst 
track but no fluoril~e inside the track. An AES fluorine map on a random 
region off the dimple of salilple N1 showed varying amounts of fluorine in a 
300pm by 200/1m region. No systematic depth profiling was done but from 
two argon sputterings of the surface we can remark that the fluorine layer in 
the regioll of interest of N1 was a t  least 508, but not more than 1500.A deep. 
Fluorine presuinably comes from the HF in the acid etching solution (BCP 
1:1:2) used preparing the Nb surface for RF testing. 

Figure 3 sliows a fluorine map and a reference SEI photo including a 
starburst on a third sainple N2. The starl~urst is observed to correspond to 
regions of fluorine depletion. The phenomenon which produced the starburst 
apparently acted to remove fluorine. There still exists the question whether 
the absence of fluorine alone is enough to produce the change in secondary 
electroil coefficient ol~se~~vecl in an SEM or whether other processes are at 
work. 

Natural Emitters 
To 1001; for the cause of naturally occuring field emitters, Auger spec- 

troscopy analyses were dolie on 29 cent,ral craters (25 on one plate ancl 4 
on another), and iinpurities were detected in 100% of them. The incidence 
of these impurities is shown in Figure 4. Iron, chromium, and silicon were 
found to be the nlost common impurities. When iron was found, chromium 
was often found as well suggesting that stainless steel was the source. 

Among the other inpurities found were Ni, Mn, In, Cu, C, F, C1, and 
Mg. Carbon and osygen were found over the entire surface as expected due 
to airborne liyclrocarl~ons and their presence as impurities was recorded only 
when their concent 1-a tions were clearly above background. 

Up011 reillring to C!ornell, a f ~ ~ r t h e r  SEM study of these Auger analyzed 
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sites was performed but for lnost of the sites, the low impurity concentration 
and/or shallow depth caused the foreign eleineilts found by AES t o  be a t  or 
below the limit of the EDS system. This confirms the suspicion that  EDS is 
not the ideal tool for detecting impurities a t  former emission sites. 

For every one of the ceiltral craters scanned in the Auger system, a fea- 
tureless point (- 50011m diameter) near (5 - 30pm distant) the central crater 
was also scanned. Surprisingly the featureless point often contained the im- 
purities as well. Iron, for instance, was likely to  be found as far out as six 
times the radius of tlie central crater. Indeed in six out of thirteen of those 
cases the co~~centrat ion of iillpurity a t  the featureless point was greater than 
that  founcl ill tlle central crater. The  concentration was seen to  decrease 
thereafter to zero. 

Figure -5 gives a specific esalnple of the iron clistribution by an .4uger 
mall awl its correspo~~ding SEI. The  iron is seen to  he localizecl to  the region 
of a crater yet the eclge of the crater does not provide a discrete boundary to 
the impurity concei~tration. Also note that iron is present in only one crater. 
No iml~u~-itjr  was clr~tected in the second crater of Figure 5 .  

Craters witl~in a starburst other than the central crater we refer to as 
satellite craters. \;\re founcl that in the ten satellite craters examined with 
AES on assorted sites, only two had in~purities.  These two were very close to  
the central crater ~l~al i i l lg  it plausable that the presence of illlpurities in these 
two is clue to the tlistrihutecl iinpurity of the central crater. The  question 
remains that i f  these satellite craters are generally free froill impurities, what 
role clo they play in the esl>losive field einission event? 

AFM Examination 
Atoiilic l7orce R/Iicroscopy ( AFM) iillages were ol~tainecl from a inushroom 

cavity cIiln],le rcgion that 11ad bcen shown by electron inicrosocpy to have a 
craterecl ~.egiol~ surroui~cled by ripples. This region is shown in Figure 6. The  
sample was imaged in air; prel>aration involved only blowing with an air jet 
t o  remove loose contaminants. 

Wit 11 the topographical imaging capability of the AFM, the large craters 
a t  the center are founcl to  be depressions l ~ ~ n l  deep, with a raised edge 
about c.clually higl~.  111 tlialnc-ter they range froill 0.2 - 2pin. Craters towards 
the periphery of a cluster are of sillaller dimensions. The  edge is irregu- 
lar, having ~.oundecl projections reminiscent of the splash froill a disturbed 
fluid. Much of the crater surface is smooth, but in places there appear to  be 
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nioclulations s i~ni lar  to the ripples described below. 
Also prominant as topographical features are the wavetrains, or ripple 

patterns, wliich are uncluestioiial~ly tlie patteriis seen a t  lower resolution in 
the SEM (Figure 6). They generally seem to  emanate from a point near, but 
not exactly a t ,  a peril>heral crater, and propagate on the order of 100pm. 
Ripples froill different sources seem not to interfere, but to  form distinct 
clolriains ivi  tli smootll bouiiclaries (see Figure 7). 

In general, there is a gradual decrease in wavelength with distance from 
the center, I I L I ~  t 1 1 ~  iva~lelength may vary in differeilt clirections even within 
a sl~iall regioil. I ' llp rangp of wavele~igtlis on tlie sample studied was about 
20011111 to 65011111. rSlie wave profile was ~iear ly siiiusiodal in s o ~ n e  regions, 
11ut clui te  tlifferent in ot l ie~s.  Crest-to-trough ainplitucles were in the range 
of 10nlii to :3511m, with higher ainplitudes nearer the source. 

14% fou~icl one esa~i lple  of a wavetrain generated a t  a site - 30pm from the 
nearest crater of tlie centritl cluster (see Figure 8). The  concentric ripples, 
havi~lg a peal;-to-peal; amplitude of - 30nm, are best described as nearly 
circular ellil~scs \\.it h a colnmon focus, a t  which is found a bump - lOOiim 
high. l'lle iiiaile ~ ~ r o l i l e  is far froni sinusoiclal, as indicated in Figure 8. 

I11 some regio~ls, especially liearer the craters, the crests of the ripples 
secllii to 111-ca 1; 1111 i 11 to ~iotlules, in a 1iia111ier rc~l-~iliisce~it of s~irface te~lsion 
effects in liq~titls. i111 esalliple ol ' t l~is  effect (not near a crater) can be seen in 
Figure 7. 111 tliese regions, the wave profile is also different: wavelengths tend 
to  he longcr (up to 600 n ~ n ) ,  the crests relatively narrow, ancl the troughs 
wide and ratllcr flat. 

Conclusions 
'l'liat \ye found ili1l)urities in 100% of tlie sites we examined using AES 

s ~ ~ l ) p o r t s  t 1 1 ~  itlca tlrat flclcl einission is caused predo~ninalltly by the presence 
o l  solile i ~ ~ i l ~ ~ i l i t y .  'l'l~e al~proacli s~iggestetl by this result is that the surface 
licetls to bc clealic.1 to recluce the inciclence of field emission. The  eleine~ital 
inipurities found ill this study h1.e not inco~isisteilt with the contan~iiiants that 
one may lilitl in the clean rooin cavity assembly environment. The  metals 
niay co111e fro111 steel bolts a~icl other metal assernl~ly pieces. Possibly the 
silicoii ]nay (.1~(~11 conic frorii tlie borosilicate glass found in the high efficiency 
~ ~ a r t i c i ~ l a t e  air (IIEPA) filters.[4] 
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Figure la: 
Scanning elmtrun image of a starburst Note the carbon flake at the center. 

Figure 1 b: 
The region of l a  as seen in an optical microscope. The carbon flake can be 
seen but the starburst is not visible. Subsequent examination in an SEM showed 
the starburst to be still there. 
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Differentiated Auger Spectra 
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Figure 2: 
Auger Electron spectra of regions just inside (top) and just outside (bottom) the 
track of a starburst. No fluorine is detected inside the track but fluorine is found 
outside.. 
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Figure 3a: 
AES map for fluorine around the region of a starburst. The light regions are 

fluorine rich. There is a suone, coms~ondence between the fluorine depleted regions and 
the location of the starburst h-aged in'3b. 

Figure 3b: 
Scanning elctron reference for the map of 3a. The dark lines outside the starburst 
are from intentional elecmon beam markings of the surface to aide in locating the 
starbursts in the SEM of the AES system. These markngs also show fluorine 
depletion in 3a. 
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Impurity Frequencies (AES) 
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Figure 4: 
Graph of the relative frequencies of occurance of the elements found in the AES 
analysis of two dimples. A primary impurity was found inside every starburst 
examined. Sometimes secondary impurities were detected. Sometimes the low 
concentration and/or the possibility of peak-overlap made identifiction of these 
secondary impurities difficult. These show up as "uncertain" in the statistics. 
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Figure 5a: 
Iron map of a region containing two craters (SEI reference in 5b). Note that the 
iron extends beyond the edge of the crater. No impurity was detected in the second 
crater. 

Figwe,!b: 
'Secondary Electron Image of the region mapped in 5a 
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Figure 6 
Cluster of craters at the center of a starburst. Note the many ripples associated with 
this area. Ripples are frequently seen in conjunction with molten craters like this. 
This area was examined by Atomic Force Microscopy. 
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Figure 7 
Perspective view of a boundary between wavetrains from different sources. There 
appears to be an enhanced tendency for wave crests to break up into nodules along 
such boudaries. 

Sectlon Analysls 

Figure 8: 
Concenmc ripple pattern from a source approx. 30nm from nearest crater. The 
profile is taken along the section line indicated in the grayscale image below it. 
There is a flake of material on the site which ~robablv Dostdates formation of the 
pattern, since it seems to have no effect on ripple pro'pigation. 
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